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At 0947 hours October 1, 1986 (while operating at 80 percent power), the,

Unit 2 Rod Insertion Limit Monitor was declared inoperable af ter deter-
mining that the computed rod insertion limits were outside Technical

Specification requirements. The appropriate Technical Specification
surveillances were promptly initiated. |

The event was the result of an error in the calibration procedure for the
rod insertion limits. A procedural step incorrectly removed electrical !

'leads, affecting the input to the Insertion Limit Computing Module.- Rod
Insertion Limit annunciator alarms, recorder and monitor were affected.

I

| The Rod Insertion Limit Calibration procedure was revised and
subsequently performed to return the Insertion Limit Monitor to operable
status at 1407 hours, October 1.
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Conditions Prior To Occurrence

Unit Two - 80 percent Reactor Thermal Power.

Description of Event

On October 1, 1986 while investigating a Unit 2 Control Rod " Bank A-Low"
annunciator alarm (EIIS/ ANN), it was determined that the output on two of
the four Rod Insertion Limit Computing modules (EIIS/IMOD) resulted in rod
insertion limits which did not correspond to the required Technical
Specification (TS) values. The insertion limit for Control Rod Bank A was
found conservatively high. The insertion limits for Control Rod Banks B
and C were found to meet TS requirements. The Control Rod Bank D Insertion
Limit was discovered r.cn-conservatively low by approximately 20 steps.
Throughs it the event, all rod position indicators depicted actual rod
positions.

After a visual inspection of the insertion limit computing modules, the
Instrumentation and Control (I and C) Maintenance Supervisor began a
review of procedure 2 THP 6030 IMP.225. " Unit 2 Rod Insertion Limit
Calibration". A question arose on procedural steps directing the removal
of electrical leada (jumpers) from the computing modules.

Consultation with corporate I and C engineers confirmed that the presence
of these electrical leads (jumpers) was required during normal operation
of the Rod Insertion Limit modules. Each rod bank's insertion limit
ccuputing module had the lead removed which negated the effect of the
average Reactor Coolant System (EIIS/AB) temperature (Tavg). Additionally,
Control Rod Bank A had a lead removed which is required to make the
insertion limit alarm a constant, with respect to power.

The consequence of this error was that the computed control rod insertion
limits (calculated for the annunciator alarms, the Insertion Limit Recorder,
and the Rod Insertion Monitor (EIIS/M0F)) were incorrectly dependent on
Reactor Coolant average temperature (Tavg).

On October 1, 1986 at 0947 hours, upon reaching the above conclusions,
the I and C Supervisor informed the Unit 2 Control Room that the Unit 2
Rod Insertion Limit Monitor was inoperable. The appropriate TS surveil-
lance requirements were initiated.

The subject procedure requiring the removal of these five electrical leads
was performed on June 2, 1986, following a procedure revision.

With'the exception of the Rod Insertion Limit Monitor, there were no
inoperable structures, components or systems that contributed to this
event.
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Cause Of Event

The cause of this event was failure to understand the function of the
installed leads and the effect of their removal, as required by the last
revision of the insertion limit calibration procedure. This was due to
personnel error on the part of the procedure writer and the review process.

Analysis Of Event

It is concluded that this event is reportable per 10 CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(C) .
TS 4.1.3.6 requires that the position of each Rod control bank be determined
to be within the rod insertion limits at least once per 4 hours when the
Rod Insertion Limit Monitor is inoperable. '31e monitor was out of compliance
with Technical Specification requirements from 6/2/86 when the incorrectly
revised procedure was performed, until 10/1/86, when the discrepancy was
identified / corrected.

The Insertion Limit Computing Module (which provides calculated limits to
the Rod Insertion Limit Monitor) ut Llizes the following formula (in which
K , K ,and K are pre-determined constants):g 2 3

Insertion Limit = Kg (Tavg - 547) + K2 3
AT + K

During normal operation an electrical lead (Jumpar) is installed on each
Rod Bank's computing module which negates the value of the first term in
the summation. By removal of the lead (as incorrectly directed by proce-
dure 2 TilP 6030 1MP.225) the first term added a value which deviated
the Insertion Limits from TS. Compounding the effect of the error was the
fact that the K and the 547 values in each computing module have neverg
been calibrated (calibration is not necessary, for the input is not used
in the computation). Additionally, during normal operation a second lead
is installed on the Rod Bank A computing module which negates the second
term of this equation. Removing this electrical lead also introduced an
error into the Rod Bank A Insertion Limit computation. This brought about
the differing effect of this error on each Control Bank's computed insertion
limit.

During this time the position of each control bank was determined to be

within Technical Specification insertion limits at least once per eight
hour shift. This verification every shift is done to comply with TS
4.1.3.6 which requires verification of ro6 insertion limits every twelve
hours when the Rod Insertion Limit Monitor is operable,
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Additional indications are available to the Control Room operators to
alert them to possible Rod Insertion Limit violations. During reactor
startup, Operations procedures require the generation of an inverse
multiplication (1/M) plot which verifies Control Rod withdrawal above
the insertion limit for each estimated critical position. At power
operation, the Delta Flux Annunicator Alarm (an indication of operation
outside the axial flux difference target band) would alert operators to
unanticipated Control Rod movement. Actual control rod position with
respect to the Rod Insertion Limits would then be examined. In addition,
during all operating modes the actual control rod positions are frequently
monitored by personnel on shift in the Control Rooms.

'
Due to the above, it has been concluded that it is virtually impossible
that the actual rod position ever exceeded the insertion limits. Therefore,
this event did not present a significant risk to the health and safety of
the general public.

Corrective Actions

A procedure change sheet was approved for- 2 THP 6030 IMP.225, " Unit 2 Rod
Insertion Limit Calibration"; which deleted the step removing the electrical
jumper associated with the Insertion Limit Computing Module. The procedure
was subsequently performed and the Rod Insertion Limit Monitor was returned
to operable status on October 1, 1986 at 1407 hours.

Failed Component Identification

There were no component failures related to this incident.

|

Previous Similar Events

There are no previous events of procedure inadequacy resulting in the
miscalibration of the Control Rod Insertion Limit computing module.
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Os='~Jr.~/NDIANA & MICHIGAN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant

P.O. Box 458. Brusgman, Michigan 49106

October 31, 1986

United States Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Operating License DPR-74
Docket No. 50-316

Document Control Manager:

In accordance with the criteria established by 10CFR50.73
entitled Licensee Event Reporting System, the following
report is being submitted:

86-028-0

Sincerely,

td.$ %
W.G. Smith, Jr.
Plant Manager
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Attachment

cc: John E. Dolan
J.G. Keppler, R0:III
M.P. Alexich
R.F. Kroeger
H.B. Brugger
R.W. Jurgensen
NRC Resident Inspector
R.C. Callen, MPSC
G. Charnoff, Esq.
D. Hahn
INP0
PNSRC

A.A. Blind
Dottie Sherman, ANI Library t
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